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We have studied multiple layers of self-organized InGaAs-islands grown on GaAs by x-ray
diffraction reciprocal space mapping. We found an anisotropy of the dot spacing in@100# and@110#
direction consistent with an ordering of the dots in a two-dimensional square lattice with main axes
along the@100# direction and a lattice parameter of 55 nm. The nearly perfect vertical alignment
~stacking! of the dots was deduced from the diffraction peak shape. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0003-6951~97!00208-8#
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The fabrication of quantum dots by self-ordering pr
cesses has attracted increasing attention in the last
years.1 Since free surfaces and etch-induced defects
avoided, Stranski–Krastanow growth is regarded as a pr
ising road towards zero-dimensional quantum structu
However, since the self-assemblance is mismatch driven
probability for the nucleation of dislocations is considerab
Therefore, a structural characterization by a nondestruc
technique like x-ray analysis is desirable.2 Moreover, the
analysis is not restricted to uncovered structures as
atomic force microscopy or scanning tunneling microsco
Previously, grazing incidence diffraction experiments3,4 on
uncovered single layers of Ge dots on Si yielded informat
on the lateral strain.

Multilayers with 20 and 25 periods of nominally 1.2 n
In0.5Ga0.5As dot layers and 5 nm GaAs barriers have be
grown on@001#-oriented GaAs substrates by molecular be
epitaxy. The growth temperature was varied between
and 600 °C. Additional details of the sample setup and
growth process can be found in Ref. 5. In Ref. 6, the op
electronical properties of InAs quantum dot lasers fabrica
from similar samples were studied, which operate at ro
temperature.7

The x-ray diffraction~XRD! measurements have bee
performed with a Philips MRD laboratory diffractomet
with a four crystal Ge~220! monochromator and a channe
cut Ge~220! analyzer~wavelengthl51.54 Å, angular reso-
lution 12 arcs, monochromacyDl/l51.1024). The inde-
pendent variation of the diffraction anglesv ~between
primary beam and sample surface! and 2u ~between incident
and diffracted x-ray waves! provide the possibility of recip-
rocal space mapping, i.e., two-dimensionally resolved m
surements of distributions of diffracted x-ray intensity.8

Transmission electron microscopy~TEM! investigations
revealed a pyramidal shape of the dots with base len
along ^100& directions of about 18 nm and heights around

a!Permanent address: Dept. of Solid State Physics, Masaryk Univer
Brno, Czech Republic.
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nm. In Fig. 1, we have depicted a cross section TEM mic
graph@~002! dark field image, incident beam direction pa
allel to ^110&# of the 25 period sample. The nearly perfe
vertical alignment~‘‘stacking’’ ! of the islands is clearly vis-
ible.

An inherent problem in the preparation of self-organiz
dots is the statistical distribution of size and positions. A
though considerable effort has been spent on the optim
tion of the growth parameters in order to narrow the s
distribution, the statistical fluctuations keep photolumine
cence lines broad. The homogeneity of the island size
pends on the strain energies involved, which can induc
limiting island size.9

A possibility for a further reduction of the size fluctua
tions has been proposed and demonstrated in Ref. 10 w
single dot layers were stacked resulting in a dot superlatt
It is known from TEM investigations, that stacked dots sho
a more or less perfect vertical alignment, due to the str

ty,FIG. 1. TEM micrograph of the 25 period sample showing the verti
stacking of the dots.
955955/3/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Downloade
fields which extend into the barrier material.11,12In Ref. 10, a
theoretical model was presented which not only accoun
for this vertical correlation, but which also predicted a redu
tion of the size fluctuations if dot layers are stacked. Mo
over, the correlation of thelateral dot positions in the top
layers increases.

Signs of this behavior are visible in Fig. 1, as the sm
island on the right hand side of the center vanishes in
10th dot layer and the pair of islands in the center mer
into one single dot.

In order to study this phenomenon nondestructively a
with improved statistics, we have recorded reciprocal sp
maps~RSMs! both around~004! and several asymmetric re
ciprocal lattice points. In an RSM, the intensity is plotted
a function of two reciprocal coordinatesgz andgx . The first
one is parallel, the latter perpendicular to the growth dir
tion. The ~004! map usually exhibits a sharp coherent pe
and some diffuse scattering around it, but no pronoun
signatures of the dots.

The~224! RSM of the multilayer sample with 20 period
consists of a sharp coherent peak@corresponding to ‘‘C’’ in
the~404! map in Fig. 2~a!# underneath the substrate peak a
a broad diffuse satellite peak@corr. to ‘‘D’’ in Fig. 2~a!#,
which we ascribe to the occurrence of lateral ordering. T
is substantiated by the~113! RSM, where the spacing be
tween coherent peak and the satellite peak is identical wi
experimental accuracy. Thus, the satellite peak is due
lateral length scale and not to strain relaxation. The dot sp
ing deduced from the peak separation is;78 nm in the@110#
direction.

An interesting feature appeared in the~404! map @Fig.
2~a!#, which is measured under an azimuth of 45° relative
the ~224! orientation~i.e., the sample is rotated around th
surface normal by 45°!. The peak spacing increased by a
proximately a factor ofA2 corresponding to a decrease
the interdot distance to approximately 55 nm. For clarity,

FIG. 2. Measured~a! and simulated~b! ~404! reciprocal space map. ‘‘C’’
labels the coherent signal from the MQW, ‘‘D’’ the diffuse from the dots.
956 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 70, No. 8, 24 February 1997
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have projected the RSMs on thegx axis in Fig. 3~the curves
are shifted along the ordinate!. Thus, our results are consis
tent with an ordering of the dots in a square lattice with m
axes parallel to@100# and a lattice constant of approximate
55 nm.

The dot spacing in the TEM micrograph of Fig. 1
considerably smaller because of the finite thickness of
TEM specimen. If the islands are aligned along^100& direc-
tions and projected on a@110# plane, only every second col
umn of islands may be used for the evaluation of the
spacing.

We have performed simulations of the RSMs for an u
derstanding of the diffraction patterns using kinemati
XRD theory. It turned out that the far field of the elast
relaxation, which can be approximated by the deformat
field of anisotropic point defects, is the essential part for
intensity distribution around the zeroth-order multiquantu
well ~MQW! peakSL0 . We have also calculated the ne
field deformations~Fig. 4! which influence the diffraction
pattern at the higher order satellites. Since their intensit
too low for our laboratory x-ray source, we will continue th
study using a synchrotron source.

XRD from an arrangement of self-organized dots is
fluenced by the strains inside and outside the dots as we

FIG. 3. Integration of the~113!, ~224!, and~404! reciprocal space maps in
gz direction. The peak separation differs by a factor ofA2 in the~404! and
the ~224! orientation.

FIG. 4. Finite differences calculation of the strain fields in and around
dots ~«yy in the centralxz plane!. The total calculated region is approx
mately 23323 nm2, contours range from20.03 to 0.02.
Darhuber et al.
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Downloade
by the shape of these islands and their positions. The th
retical description is restricted to the diffuse maxima, sin
the coherent peaks do not yield any information on the d
The diffuse scattering is investigated in the vicinity ofSL0
with the diffraction vectorh defined with respect to the mea
crystal structure of the MQW. The intensity is expressed a
function of g5Q2h, whereQ5kout2k in is the momentum
transfer vector.

The deformation inside the dots is determined by
elastic relaxation of the lattice mismatch. Its distribution
the dots is involved and depends on their shape and the
tic material properties. For simplicity, we assume that
strain tensor« insidethe dot has constant elements. If 2p/ugu
is much larger than the size of the dots, the deformation fi
outside the dots can be replaced by the asymptotic defor
tion field of a dot far from its center.13 In our case, the
minimum relevant distance from the dot center is appro
mately 30 nm, where the asymptotic deformation field can
well approximated by the one of a spherical inclusion~Fig.
4!. The strain is also complicated by the elastic relaxation
the free surface of the sample. The deformation fieldt~r ;Z!
of an isotropic defect in a depthZ below the free surface ha
been calculated in Ref. 14.

The positional distribution of the islands in the ind
vidual periods of the multilayer is described by the statisti
distribution functionc~R! ~unity if positionR is occupied by
a dot, else zero!. The correlation function of this lateral an
vertical distributionw is defined asw~R,R8!5^c~R!c~R8!&.
The dots are lying in planes with distancesZn5nD
3(n50...N) below the free surface, whereD is the
multilayer period andN the total number of dot layers. Sinc
the sample is~statistically! homogeneous, the correlatio
function w(Ri ,Ri8 ;Zn ,Zm) depends only on the differenc
of the lateral coordinatesw5wnm(Ri2Ri8 ;Zn ,Zm), where
Ri5(X,Y,0) is the in-plane component of the position vec
R of the dot.

Since we concluded from the experimental RSMs~Fig.
2! that the dots build a disordered orthogonal grid with m
axes along thê100& directions, the two-dimensional corre
lation function wnn(Ri2Ri8) is a product of two one-
dimensional correlation functionswnn(Ri2Ri8)5wnn (X
2X8)wnn(Y2Y8). Furthermore, the correlation functio
wnÞm is assumed in the form of a weighted average
the correlated and uncorrelated componentswnm(Ri

2Ri8)5wnn(Ri2Ri8)@pv1(12pv)dnm#1^c(R)&2(12dnm)
(12pv), where pv is the fraction of vertically correlated
~stacked! dots~i.e., a perfect vertical correlation correspon
to pv51). The second term does not depend on the lat
coordinates, and therefore only contributes to ad-like peak
of the Fourier transformation ofwFT, which is essential for
the calculation of the scattered intensity. Although the late
correlation is improved with increasing number
multilayers,10 we assume for simplicity, that the statistic
parameters of the in-plane distribution of the islands do
depend on the indexn of the individual periods and thu
wnn5wi .

On the basis of the deformation field of the dots a
their statistical distribution, we calculated the dependenc
the diffusely scattered intensity ong using the concepts de
Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 70, No. 8, 24 February 1997
d¬15¬Aug¬2011¬to¬131.155.151.114.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
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veloped in the kinematical theory of XRD.13,15Details of the
theory will be published elsewhere.16

The simulated~404! map for the 20 period sample i
shown in Fig. 2~b!. The features of the measurement are w
reproduced qualitatively. The center of mass of the diffrac
intensity is on the right hand side of the coherent maxim
as in the experimental map. Although the peak at the l
hand side of the coherent maximum is not clearly visible
the measurement in Fig. 2~a!, it appears as a pronounce
shoulder in the integrated maps in Fig. 3.

Another result of the simulations@deduced from the full-
width at half-maximum~FWHM! of the dot peak ingz di-
rection# is that the dots are highly correlated in the vertic
direction (pv'0.95!, which is well known from TEM
observations11,12 ~see Fig. 1!. It is also in perfect agreemen
with synchrotron x-ray reflection measurements of the re
nant diffuse scattering17 originating in the dot superlattice
The standard deviation of the lateral dot-distance distribut
was determined as 20 nm, thus a lateral positional correla
extends just over a few islands.

In conclusion, we have studied multiple layers of se
organized InGaAs dots by x-ray diffraction. A lateral se
ordering of the dots was deduced from reciprocal sp
maps. Moreover, evidence for an anisotropy of the dot sp
ing along the@100# and @110# directions has been found
consistent with the ordering of the dots in a square latt
along thê 100& directions. The degree of vertical correlatio
was determined in a nondestructive way.

This work was supported by FWF Project No. 10083 a
partially by GACR~No. 202/94/1871!.
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